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The hero must not die in night; ’
Mustapha pledged himself by every light 1cated the generous proposal.
«oe absurdity of their quarrelling on points
held, in which it was resolved to fly that a worshipper. The princess gave an in
“ It offers all that a warrior can desire,” night from this overwhelming superiority. voluntary start, and her lip grew pale.
n discovered^uman being could be the sprang on deck before him ; apd making a blazing in that sky of serenity never to
sign of parley, proposed at ooce that they part from his young sage, his counsellor, ’
was the reply. “ But I have forsworn the
v Plaster is a sure Bi jitter or the worse, recommend them at
should leave the ship to the pilgrims, and the tamer of his follies, and the guide of ’warrior,” was the answer. “ It offers much But, what was to be done with the great ‘‘ Forgotten,” exclaimed the lover, “ but
following certWfast to pass the remainder of the voyage
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1 dissolved by the power of man.
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xving ¡tonaboutta;iat nothmg but mutual confession can mous soil of Palestine.—“ And this comes
better than none. The tribe rushed round triumph at seeing the heroic son of their
age, this hour, has given me wisdom
ime off, and tbecinjjI jher produce general comfort, or general
the tent of Mustapha, assailing him by old prince among them again. But their
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I of the Hebrew Pl* ; on their own wisdom, and the folly of we run the greatest possible chance of be
toleration to traders in bigotry, may he go the judg^who is to decide mv case should
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the followingsuM voyage. His figure, lofty and comleave them to their own wits. By Allah, giving the paternal benediction, and ap
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I deserve to die by the needles of the wo pointing the Bey to the Pachalic of the
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and did yesterday particularly. Some one
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it know not,” was the answer,
; the man of genius broke the ocean when it rises before the gale,
An hour after midnight he was awak who had a soul so wide that it could com
the stars, and listening to the wisdom
represented ¡nsolwye
one was seen but for a moment. Yet ened by the sound of a knife cutting
le habits of the Osmanli, will find that his labor is wasted, even if
his companion. But a gust from the sea*
pass, in the midst of the bliss of wedlock
in ths from these»
her beauty has haunted me to this hour. through the back of the tent. The young
lienee were enraptured.— he escape being sent to the bottom. He
a remembrance of the printer, sent us a
ire allowed to said »g.
followed by the rising roar of thunder a- Many a long day it made me restless and
yal soon began to follow should take it in the calm.”
Scribe had thus made his way to him.
bottle of old East India Maderia. It was
‘ove their claims ¡ft?
mong.the hills, awoke him to the realities wretched. I sought her, but in vain. It
’ he spoke of the original
“ Have you,” said he, “ at last resolv the pure juice of the grape, old, sparkling
“ But, that such follies and furies should of the wilderness, and anxious for the safe
hat service at the <
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kind, and was applauded ; have their origin in religion 1” retorted
jst in said Sanforijik
ty of so fragile a frame as that of his fel made me the being I am, the slave of im ed to leave the world to be wise in its own and clear. We cast our eye, not longing,
of truth, of the supremacy the Bey.
August next, anD
good time?” Mustapha lifted his eyes at it, and reflected. “We are much olow traveller, he followed the sounds of pulses, full of the fever of the mind, always
and the purity of reason,
mber next, IromtM
and hands to heaven. “ Have you,” con hliged to him although we do not drink
“ Look on that Heaven.” said the the baying of dogs, and an occasional blast
rash, always repentant ; a wanderer, a
’auded still more ; he then young Scribe. And well might they look
\ HOWARD, 1J
of a horn which sounded on the night air visionary, a madman.” He covered his tinued the interrogator, “ resolved never wine.” We thought of our printers, and
0Tcribed them as combined in on that Heaven with delight and wonder.
to think of teaching the knowledge of forthwith bolted with it up stairs to the
S. EMERY, P
until he found himself suddenly called on forehead with his hands, and struggled
mibitingto others the same Ten thousand stars blazed above their
men to children ? Have you resolved to office. Here, gentlemen, is a bottle of
to stop. He was in front of a troop of Arab evidently with strong emotion. “ But,”
17,184L__1
>h we claim for ourselves ; heads, with a pure intensity of light, an
try what is good in the old before you fine wine for you. Noone moved. How
horsemen. “ Fly or surrender at once,” added he, “ I now speiik of those things
ibering, among all the differ- essential glory, to which Mustapha had
hurry on to the new ?
One question is this, won’t you have it ? I am a teto>oncr Nile.
whispered the Scribe. “The panther is for the last time. On my march to Con
on,
that
the
man
who
possesHE new packet sob
more, have you resolved to give up the taller. says one, so am I, says another, and
never seen the equal, even in the serene lord in the desert.”
stantinople at the head of my cavalry, as honors of a sheik’s son-in-law, and never
good will for his fellow men, skies of Asia Minor. The sky was show
E, Daniel Ward, A
I, and I, and the word went round the
“ The lion never flies,” was the bold we encamped on the plain bordering the
D</ superior accommw
ter key of all the virtues. An ered with stars, a shower of diamonds. A
to wed till you see once again the vision dozen persons in the office. Then for
exclamation of the Bey, as he drew his Bosphorus, our position was accidentally
liration followed the speech few faint clouds, slightly tinged with the
of the Bosphorus ?”
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the first time we found that every one ascymetar. The Arabs seeing the flash, crossed by a train from the seraglio. My
<e circle cried out that neith- last hues of evening, lingered on the wes
Mustapha sprang from his seat at the bout our office was a thorough-going,
returned it by a general fire of their' mus troopers were wild fellows, and, unac
nor Smyrna could produce tern horizon, like the last incense from
words. Three horses were piquetted in whole-figure
temperance man.
This
kets, and rushing on in the smoke, to their quainted with the forms of state, they
'e next proposed that every some mighty altar. The air was still, and
rear of the tent. On one them was al knowledge did not rid us of the important
n<r the present season#.
astonishment they found instead of a troop broke loose and galloped up to the pro
Come forward and pledge breathing the odor of the sheets of wild
ready mounted the captive pasha of enquiry, “ what shall we do with the
Y®
of some hostile tribe, they had but a sin cession. This produced a cry of horror
Sidon, who acted as their guide ; and the wine ?”—We caught it at last. We will
iral harmony :—A tall Turk jessamines and myrtle which clothed the
gle enemy, the handsomest of Moslem, from the attendants, and the startled cam
fugitives were soon far from the camp of keep it to show our children’s children as
need. “ Illustrious Sonnite,” sides of the mountains ; all was richness,
)rt, Muy
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who still defied them. They burst out els ran away with their burdens. One of
the Beni Kohlani.
At the dawn they a curiosity, and tell them, this is what your
declaration.—“ Illustrious solemn splendor, and sacred repose. The
into laughter at his presumption, and at their little lords was overthrown at my feet
were galloping along the shore ; a ship ancestors once drank as beverage instead
claimed a dwarfish, but rich- vivid eye of the Bey, made to rejoice in
the same moment a dozen fellows leaped and from it I raised the loveliest being
fersian ; “ why son of a blind
all that filled the imagination, roved over from their horses, and threw themselves that the eye of man ever gazed on. She was off the coast ; they hailed it, and of the pure water God made and gave in
if Welhfor th.*«
found themselves in the Venetian vessel abundance. There is food for reflection in
deaf mother, who told you the boundless field of the stars of Heaven
upon him.
He struggled desperately, was fainting, and for the moment I looked
Xt,S*t
which had brought the pilgrims. To Mus- this fact. We remember the time when
’ Sonnite ? All the genius with a delight which kept him silent.
but a feeble voice reached his ear, which unrestrained on beauty worthy of Paradise.
tapha’s enquiry as to his converts, the a printing office was another word for a
mankind are with the chilu From that sky,” said the youth, totally unmanned him. By the gleam of But the attendants soon came up ; nothing
answer was, “ that they had never quar school for drunkards, and we have not a
A blow with the slipper of “ which loeks one vast palace of holy
a torch he saw his friend in the hands of but the threats of my horsemen prevented
Xntoftbe»»"''^
relled from the day he had ceased the at grey hair in our heads yet.— Wheeling
nar told the Persian that tranquility, from this fragrant air, which
a crowd of the Arabs, who were carrying my.instantly falling by the hands of the
{Va.} Times.
tempt to reconcile them.”
ight not be universal. Mus- breathes like an offering of all the treas
him away ; and to his still deeper terror, janizaries ; the tent was replaced upon the
bei^ScHG*S
The vessel dropped anchor in the gulf
> project broken up at once, ures of nature to the Sovereign of Nature,
he saw a line of blood trickling from be camel, and a vision departed from my eyes
of Macri, and Mustapha viewed the shore
Miss Mitford, in her interesting bird
rward to restore peace. But descend the thunder and the tempest, the
, 1841.
neath his turban. He felt himself instant that to this hour has shut out every other of Asia with immeasurable longing. The
' turned ; and he himself was bolt that strikes the mountain pinnacles
story,
called the Hop-gathering, observes :
ly powerless, and flinging away his weap from my heart.”
young Scribe divined his emotions, and “ To raise a magnificent geranium is to
inquiries into his faith. “ Do into dust, and the hurricane that swells
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on,
yielded
at
once.
The
captives
were
eping a bean«.
Mustapha, as he uttered the words, said, “ My lord, you must return to your increase and multiply beauty, and to
n the holy waters of the Zem- the sea into destruction. And shall we
carried in triumph to the camp, where rushed from the tent ; sprang upon his country, and take the station your birth,
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strengthen and diffuse the feeling of the
one,—“ If you do not wor- wonder that religion, bright, holy, and
Mustapha’s jewels were infinitely admired steed, and galloped leagues into the depths feelings, and talents, mark for your own.”
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boundless as those skies, should have and plundered to the last stone. But his of the desert, to recover his tranquility.
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“No—my inheritance is now in the herself does little more. It is upon this
our ears in listening to you 1” power, from time to time, to fill the earth
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true sorrow was for the sufferings of his On his return, he found the tribe prepar hand of another,” said Mustapha, bitterly,
principle that we experience a sense of
¡dug to purol*’,
u twist three hairs of the holy with terror, to dazzle the weak, to over
wounded friend ; the Bey was inconsola ing to march to the attack of the great “ the sword of my fathers is rusted in the
obligation towards those who embellish
)f Hedjaz, round your turban ?” whelm the bewildered,to give an irresisti
andin^®^!ble for the misfortune which he attribut caravan from Tripoli. He marched with sheath of their son. We must find some
their grounds or adorn their parlor win
another.—“ Do you believe in ble impulse to all that is bold, imaginative,
ed entirely to his own rashnes. “ Well it, distinguished himself at the head of a lonely hill, or unknown hermitage, and
dows with flowers. They are in some
Aas the outcry of a fourth. The untameable, and soaring, in the heart of
was it said, Hafiz,” he exclaimed in bit chosen troop in a night assault, in which die together.”
Isort public benefactors, for a love of the
sclhorrible.—“ By the print of man.”
.paid lor°ne ll"
terness, “ that he who takes the wolf by he took the Pasha of Sidon prisoner, and
“ Never !” exclaimed the Scribe. “ The beautiful leads to virtue. In its highest
lul3r 1” yelled a gigantic Cey' Pat the Ta»»«!
“ But what has the dagger, or the pis the throat, should first see that his tusks returned with the greatest prize of Syrian
daughter of the Sultan was not made to and purest sense, utility is beauty, inas
Add!'®« nothingbetter than
tol, to do with the impulse? Yet those are plucked out.” The young Scribe corn that had ever graced the annals of
be his follower whom she could not honor much as well being is more than being,
yrt Mercur-es *° ^e impaled on sticklars for their contradictory follies pointed with his slight finger upward, and
plunder.
as her husband.”
soul more than body ; hence it is that the
xrces of my fathers, would have flung me to the sharks which
on, July
said with a faint smile—“ The skies are
All the tribe lauded him to the skies ;
As the words were «uttered, the slight Creator has embellished the world with
presented
a ferocious Ma- carried off the doctors of the black and as bright above this tent as they were on
the warriors were in raptures ; and every band was raised to the forehead, and the every imaginable form of beauty. ‘ “ Think
nseed O'bi'
planters, thedrink his blood than white camel.”
the sea shore. We are in hands stronger woman was instantly busied at the corn deep turban which had so long shaded
of a state of society in which there is no
^¿1
rerand go All now became cla-r
The young Scribe smiled, and simply than the hands of the Arab. The first mill. Mustapha went out to view them
the countenance was thrown back. Mus beauty of elegance or ornament ; and then
Is is statqaggerSj knives, scin> said, “ My lord, while nine-tenths of man
refuge of the fearful, but the last refuge in their occupation ; but his eye was in tapha started with a cry of astonishment.
port sixtQfi flashed around the
may be seen and felt the utility of flowa hbl.
kind are fools? why were we to expect of the brave is despair.”
stantly struck by the coarseness of the The vision of the Bosphorus stood before! ers"
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and amendments were moved relinquishing tion passed the Senate last session calling on remembered, tou, mai noiwiinsianmng me stae*y t0 sit quietly dortl) un(]er such a
In a grea\measure of pubSir—In the letter I had the honor recently men engaged in that enterprise, to have M
the two per cent, fund to Alabama and Mis the Secretary of the Treasury for information immense transactions of the bank, in the pur- lie I thin£s ?
1 y- ^r> Clay
'"’I of
-L Alaba-1j
;
;------ were merely
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Severali amendments
were adopted.
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was enormous, and’ found
cannowces at war with s^j, inference, 1 made by you, and your Land Agent under jI to
Mr. McRoberts moved that the Bill be so retary to communicate to the Senate the reacious, well-timed and such only as th» a?
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The farther consideration of the Land Bill ed to be a fruitful source of favoritism and i regard thilbe country. 1 i\jst therefore fled only by an extraordinary and pressing weak man, fired with the ambition of^
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and Florida.
corruption, alike destructive to the public be in CongBiSe as asserting
power to emergency, such as seldom occurs m the or and a glorious administration. Not so !
On this motion a long debate sprung up, was postponed until Monday.
morals and to the general weal.
in a Stale,estabbsb officevof discount dinary civil administration of State affairs.
in which it was contended that the territories
the Land Agent, whom you appoint'
Monday, Aug. 16. The President com- _ The capital invested in banks of discount against its disPnty without its assent, but
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the
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a common share in the public domain, under
this time exceeds $350,000,000; and if lhe
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the ground of your “confidential” recom imbecile and pliant instrument in thehaiA
the acts of cession.
On general pi.
disbursing agents. Such was the begin!
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Th? amendment was lost and the Senate OJ the President of the United States, return discounting of local paper could have pro to prescribe term\^es’tbe
itCongress mendation to the Legislature, of January 23d,
duced any beneficial effects, the United States rjority of power anliT State, implies a supe- 1839, to pass a Resolve giving the Land A- of the leading measure of your a^tninistrai
then adjourned.
ing with his Objections, the Bill to incor
ought to possess the soundest currency in the action of all pret^trol,deprives the trans gent special authority, “requiring an unusual Of its subsequent progress and result, shd
porate the Fiscal Bank of the United
the
time and opportunities offer, more hereaftj
In the House, Mr. Owsley, of Ky. offered a
world, but the reverse is lamentably the fact. them, and terminate^0 compact between expenditure” for the employment of force to
Slates, August 16, 1841.
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joint resolution for the adjournment of Con
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protect
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and
expel
depredators
from
total abrogation of
baye seen, in the
gress, on Wednesday, the 13th inst. This To the Senate of the United States :
to the di
of the objectionable character to which I 1 part of the States.
the Public Lands, that, from the reports made
action
on
the
was objected to, chiefly on the ground that • The. bill entitled “An‘ Act , to incorporate
MORE BLUNDERS.
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so. unless
un
br?Vi° aiiuaea r it is clearly so,
by the express, after the mostVlb ’ lbe State may to the Governor and Council, there were on
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the Bankrupt bill was yet to be acted on, and t'
We are truly astonished at the s!1>
r..... '....
’ article
-'LL J
..." tl?e 11th
section tion, its dissent, which iK.n form of legisla- the Grand, Green, Fish, Little Madawaska
position,
that no step ought to be taken that would United States,” which originated in the Sen it is made otherwise. TJiat article is in the
measures
used
by
our
opponents
to
cariJ
thereafter be repealed, iiKot.n thne
time and Aroostook rivers, from two hundred and
hazard that measure. The resolution was ate, has been considered by me, with a sin following words :
and divii
interest, which can neveXv*ew °f’ts °wi) ten to two hundred and fifty-five men depre approaching election. They are now
laid over.
cere desire to conform my action in regard
“ J"he directors of the said corporation the wise and beneficent \separated from dating on the public property, and that the to raise a breeze around Gov. Keni’s'ej fects we
There is a strong disposition to adjourn as to it, to that of the two Houses of Congress. shall establish one competent office of dis government;
and yet Con\al’on
this quantity of timber which these trespassers about the wheat bounty and Slate
it will be
By the Constitution it is made my duty either count and deposite in any State in which two
soon as the Bankrupt Bill is jiassed.
tue
of
the
last
proviso,
oven\
n
?
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vil'- would cut during that winter would amount Was there any thing so suicidal? Thewfe
the whi
The Sub-Treasury Repeal Bill was deba to approve the bill by the signing it, or to re thousand shares shall have been subscribed,
bounty
!
—
The
law
providing
for
this
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w
in value, estimated by the Land Agent, to
ted several hours by Messrs. Pickens, Hunt, turn it with my objections to the House in or may be held, whenever, upon application upon grounds which, to sucli\’ts law’ an(f
suspensi
one hundred thousand dollars. This esti was passed in the administration of
Merri wether, Steenrod and Hastings of Ohio, which it originated. 1 cannot conscientious of the Legislature of such State, Congress pear to rest on a constructive^6’ Wlb aP'
propriety, and nothing more. \s»hy and mated extent of depredation, (I say estimated, Dunlap ; Mr. Talbot, President of theSe^ the worl
when the previous question was moved, and ly give it my approval, and I proceed to dis may, by law, require the same.
And the
for that was jour own language, and that Mr. Hamlin, Speaker of the House,anh stires foi
I regard the bill as asserting A
ordered, after gelling the members together charge the duty required of me by the Con said directors may also establish one or more
this was mere matter of estimate and conjec branches of the Legislature were theft^
the Com
by a call of the. House, the amendment to the stitution—to give my reasons for disapproving.^ competent offices of discount and deposite in the right to incorporate a United s\ongress
of the men who are now finding fault ib
The power of Congress to create a Nation any Territory or District of the United States, with power and right to establish\Bank’ ture the sequel will show ;) this, then, was lhe measure!
Senate Bill, reported by the House Currency
ly unfori
Can
it
be
believed?
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Committee, was adopted.
al Bank to operate per se over the Union, has and in any State, with the assent of such discount and deposite in the several £es °f the supposed emergency upon which you they say that Gov. Kent’s administration« jority of
would justify the extraordinary exercise of
This amendment repeals the Deposite Act been a question of dispute from the origin of State ; and when established, the said office this Union, with or without their cotis °f
tinned it in 1838 ; indeed it did ; the farm
const itut
of 1836, and throw’s the Treasury back on our government. Men most justly and de- or officer shall be only withdrawn or remov principle to which I have already herei’ a the uncommon and special power with which found it productive of such great benefit
you
and
your
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were
clothed
by
been
opposed,
and
which
can
never
off
e
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the law of 1791, and lhe Joint resolution of■ servedly esteemed for their high intellectual ed by the said directors, prior to the expiramy sanction. And waiving all other const the Secret Session resolve. There were sup developing the capacity of our soil fortj room foi
1816—that is, in case the Bank don’t pass.
endowments, their virtue and their patriot
th’8 cbarter» with the previous assent erahons growing out of its other provisions posed to be several crews of lumbermen, scat culture that they would not give it up witho
The bill passed, yeas 134, nays 87—maj.47. ism, have, in regard to it, entertained differ of Congress.
return it to the House in which it originatedtered over a large extent of territory, detach? another year’s trial. It certainly pro^( whigs, a
A message was received from the Presi ent and conflicting opinions. Congresses
“ Provided, in respect to any State which
' I on different sections and rivers, without most wonderful results; it brought up extent tF
dent of the United States, by the hands of■ have differed. The approval of one Presi shall not, at the first session of the Legislature with these my objections to its approval.
I .means of communication or knowledge aggregate product of wheat from aboutSj lieve bes
JOHN TYLER
John Tyler, Jr., his private Secretary, inform dent has been followed by the disapproval of thereof : held after the passage of this act,
0
ach others’ existence, and no roads to 000 bushels to more than one million of bus
Washington,
August
16,
1841.
ing the House that the President had apjiro- another. The People at different times have by resolution, or other usual legislative pro
co
%t
those scattered and remote lumber- els! and saved the sending out of the Sj People, i
ved and signed the bill “ to revive and con acquiesced in decisions both for and against. ceeding, unconditionally assent or dissent to
¡r
S Ations, in all amounting, according to $800,000 for the purchase of bread % the best
tinue in force for ten years the act entitled The country has been and. still is deeply ag- the estabiishment of such office or offices DISASTER ON LAKE Erie.
’l0 hlfeest estimate, to two hundred and fifty- alone! It was accordingly continuedt ces, can
‘ An act to incorporate the Mechanic relief■ itated by this unsettled question. It will suf within it, such assent of the said State shall One Hundred and Seventy-eight Lives Lost.
nve mehbut t]j vjded jnto separate and inde more year with still greater results, Soui until the;
Society of the city of Alexandria.’ ”
fice for me to say, that my own opinion has be thereafter presumed : and provided never
of from ten to fifteen or twen for the wheat bounty ! And when you pis
A letter to the New York Journal of Ck»m- pendentc,
A deep silence jtervaded the Hall when been uniformly proclaimed to be against the theless, That whenever it shall become ne
ty men in^rew>
your doctrine to farmers on that text/! the expe
merce, dated Syracuse, Aug. 11,1841, says
the message was announced, which was suc exercise of any such power by this Govern
We pt
’
cessary and proper for carrying into execu I have just returned from the West, and \
.‘-'Stake not, know something of will tell you that you had better talk jo;,
ceeded with roars of laughter when the char ment. On all suitable occasions, during a
tion any of the powers granted by the Con hasten to give you the following particulars, tne lumbering business, and you ought to marines.
Message
acter of the bill which had received the Pres period of twenty-five years, the opinion thus
We now come to a gross and wliolln
^ave k9°wn the utter impossibility of constitution, to establish an office or offices in
idential signature became known.
entertained h;jis been unreservedly expressed. any of the States whatever, and the estab which you may rely upon as being correct, am\ratln5 lI\ese trespassers, widely separated founded charge against Gov. Kent’s admit bill to th
or
nearly
so:
I declared it in the Legislature of my native lishment thereof shall be directed by law, it
length,
The steamboat Erie, Capt. Titus, left Buf tnn^Calteret as tbvV were, and that if resis-. tration of 1838, viz., “ in 1838 he manages
Tuesday, Aug. 10. The Senate took up State. In the House of Representatives of shall be the duty of the said directors to es
est by al
•
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400,000
dollars
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debt.
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really
appended,
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the
larfalo for Detroit on Monday evening, with two
the Land Bill, and amendments to it were of the United States it has been openly vindi
tablish such office or offices accordingly.”
hundred and five persons on board, consist the forP<Jbei\°f these ^rmidable monsters ofH the whole truth of the matter is, thattk t
fered and discussed.
cated by me.
It will be seen by this clause that the di ing of ninety German emigrants, the crew, could nnr beenconntered at any one time were no extraordinary expenditures
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, offered an amend
In the Senate chamber, in the presence and
™ at 1838 ; the whole amount of expensesoit HARD
rectors
are invested with the fullest power to and other passengers. When off Silver Creek the"
ment providing that the Bill shall not take ef hearing of many who are at this time mem
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year was but $448,199, of which considerai
establish a branch in any state which has about thirty miles from Buffalo and six from handspikes an? peril eSt Wllh, the-r
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ment, are jiaid. A long discussion arose uj>- re-affirmed, in speeches and reports there
pay appropriations made by previous Li, ascender
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en this proposition, but it was negatived, 19 made, and by votes there recorded. In pop
latures of the opposite party; such,fori
except by order of Congress. Such assent is
to 27.
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In the House, the Bankrupt Bill was taken
sanction of an actually expressed assent ward.
which 1 made, and that but a short lime be
ighly wrought imagination; for these were
5,000 I they hai
Geological Survey,
provided in respect to any State which shall
uj) for consideration in committee of the
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the
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fore the late Presidential election, I referred
II piibin Ho(?d foresters’ b“t collections of
School Fund,
49,472, prostrate
whole, to-day, and Mr. Barnard of N. Y ,
not at the first session of the Legislature held
to my previously expressed opinions as being thereof after the passage of this act, by reso German, one lady and three of the crew ; the Blue nose farmers and lumbermen, whose
80,900 !
State Debt and Interest,
made an able exposition of the character and
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rest
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those then entertained by me ; with a full lution or other usual legislative proceeding,
fasten th
only prey was pine trees, and who are much
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objects of the bill, advocating its passage as
knowledge of the opinions thus entertained, unconditionally assent or dissent to the es from the explosion of two barrels of varnish more remarkable for their abject poverty in
commtin
13,672
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Revenue,
a measure of justice and humanity.
and never conceded, I was elected by the tablishment of such office or offices within it, which had been placed over the boiler deck efficiency and harmlessness, than lor any
Mr. Jarvis, of N. Y., opposed lhe bill, in a
interior t
people Vice President of the United States. such assent of such State shall be presumed.” and had become heated. In exploding a thing else.
“
$257,842
very handsome and augmentative harangue.
portion communicated with the fire down be
ductions
By the occurrence of a contingency provid
This is a true exposition of the exist!no
Gov. Kent had nothing more to doi I
he assent or dissent is to be expressed un low. The boat had been recently refitted
falsity o
Wednesday, Aug. 11. In the Sendle, Mr. ed for by the Constitution, and arising under conditionally at the first session of the legis and painted and varnished over inside, and state of things which, in your view, as ex* these ajipropriations than he had will
Clay reported (lie bill for the repeal of the sub an impressive dispensation of Providence, I lature by some formal legislative act; and if the fire in a few moments extended over the pressed in your confidential message, consti flowing of the Kennebec, and could non the write
’rreasury, together with lhe amendments succeeded to the Presidential office. Before not so expressed its assent is to be implied, whole vessel. It was impossible to do any tuted an emergency to justify a quasi War. control them. If there was any extras support i
At that time, you had no evidence whatever in these items, that is chargeable to liiin
which had been adopted in lhe House,and rec entering upon the duties of that office, I took and the directors are therefore invested with thing for the salvation of the sufferers.
an oath that I would “ preserve, protect and
of greater dangers and difficulties to be en decessors, the friends of the complainni have no
ommended a concurrence in the same. Mr. C.
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Rives voted against both amendments, though
be unconditionally expressed at their first
An Honorable Oppow,011^8
Here you have something fixed and tangi the following extract from a’/^e first ’ the man
he spoke in broad terms in reprobation of tions were sincere. I claim only to have the session after the passage of this bill into a lect a young man and woman were found
same measure meted out to myself. With law.
drowned in the Schuylkill. The bodies ble as data, as to the amount of depredations phi (Indiana) Express, writte-4four i flourishii
the Sub-Treasury.
This bill went immediately to the Presi- out going further into the argument, I will
1 hey may by formal resolution declare the were securely fastened together by the wrists. against which you were to carry on offensive el Milroy, late Indian Agent'’ - .
r ed idle il
<rent. and thus he has both measures before say that, in looking to lhe powers of this question of assent or dissent to be undecided They were strangers, and much "excitement and exterminating operations; and I now rebuke it is to those who are *
K cause his
Government to collect, safely keep, and dis
of
course
occurred
in
endeavoring
to
ascer

him.
ask you, upon a candid review of ihe then of“ proscription,” and whiningWew
and postponed, and yet, in opposition to their
Ihe land distribution bill was discussed at burse the public revenue, and incidentally express declaration to the contrary, their as tain who^they were who had thus set the existing state of things as disclosed and made of office. Mr. Milroy talks lik<Jf rency or
regulate
the
commerce
and
exchanges,
I
have
laws
of
God
al
defiance,
in
the
morning
of
known by more accurate and definite knowlr- like to deal with such opponent
ment of
some length. Mr. Linn offered an amend
sent is to be implied.
Cases innumerable
ment, which went to give the proceeds of not been able to satisfy myself that the estab, might be cited to manifest the irrationality of life, and rushed in a moment into eternity. edge upon the subject, if the number of men ting an extract from the letter, ' 'G.Ril business,
lishment,
by
this
Government,
of
a
bank
of
the public lands to the defence of the coun
such an inference. Let one or two in addi They were not identified and were buried. which the Land Agent estimated would be of his removal, he says
“ Frrfb
be cited
try, on which he made a war speech, bitter discount, in the ordinary acceptation of that tion suffice—the popular branch of the Legis Since their burial the mystery has been un ample for the protection of the timber from the public will be apprised t!
doubt th
ly denouncing the conduct and policy of term, was a necessary means, or one de lature may express the dissent by a unani veiled. The female was the daughter of a depredation, was not greater than was actu ger Indian Agent; those hav,L
bly emp
Great Britain. It is due to Mr. L. to say that manded by propriety, to execute those pow mous vote, and its Resolution may be defeated Mr. Wood who resided about six miles from ally required for that service. Instead of fif the Agency will apply to M.“ISF
I
his remarks at times were extremely eloquent ers. What can the local discounts of a bank by the vote of the Senate; and yet the assent Easton, Pa. She was an amiable and intel ty being required, as estimated by the Land Wayne.. As to the appointing 1
employ n
and forcible, though rather too pugnacious have to do with ihe collecting, safe-keeping is to be implied. Both branches of the legis ligent girl, but become attached to a young Agent, who probably had such knowledge of mark it is a judicious one, and v
L lions Iasi
and
disbursing
of
the
revenue
?
man in the neighborhood whose character the subject that he would err on the safe
for prudence. No question was taken on lhe
|h others co
So far as the mere discounting of paper is lature may concur in a resolution of decided was anything but reputable. For two years side, if at all, and require as much strength factory to the Indians. As to
amendment.
concerned, it is quite immaterial to this ques dissent, and yet the Governor may exert the her parents opposed the match, but in vain. as the object in view demanded—I say, in ded, allow me to remark, that A
ed nor expected to be contimA o? | confiden
In the House, the Bankrupt Bill was dis tion, whether the discount is obtained at a veto power conferred on him by the State A few days before the discovery of the
stead of fifty men being necessary for the pur cy, nor do I consider it injusf’AL | have rei
Gonstitunon, and their legislative action be
cussed at great length.
Mr. Fessenden of Slate Bank or a United Slates Bank.
bodies, she with her lover left Easton. The pose of breaking up the several gangs of tres give place to the friends of W ,/V
And the
Maine, Mr. Pendleton and Mr. Linn advocat
They are both equally local—both begin defeated: and yet the assent of the Legisla mother of the unfortunate girl, reading the
passers, twenty-five “ chosen men,” without tion. It is but reasonable t'—
tive
authority
is
implied,
and
the
Directors
of
ed it, and Mr. Trumbull of Conn., Mr. Under ning and both ending in a local accommoda
these
thi
account of the transaction, immediately went the aid of artillery, would have successfully
>
wood and Mr. Payne opposed it.
tion. W hat influence have local discounts, this contemplated institution are authorized to Philadelphia for the purpose of seeing the accomplished the whole business under the would call on their friends to
The t
to
establish
a
branch
or
branches
in
such
j
granted by any form of Banks,in the regulating
bodies. But they had been buried three days direction of any man competent for such a on the public service. I
should t
friends, and had no claims to 0,ti
Thursday, Aug. 12. In the Senate, the of the currency and lhe exchanges ? Let lhe btate, whenever they may find it conducive before her arrival. She however obtained a
service,
and
at
an
expense
not
exceeding
two
superseded I deem rather a co mr t that me
Land bill was under discussion, but no ques history of the late United States Bank aid us to the interest of the stockholders to do so ; minute description of the girl, her appearance, thousand dollars.
and having once established it, they can, un
an injury, as it pre-supposes tiade | prosperi
tion had been taken when that body adjourn in answering this inquiry.
Why, at that time, was the opinion of the
der no circumstances, withdraw it, except by dress, and the ear-rings which she wore. The
ed. The Senate Chamber was crowded all
For several years after the establishment of an act of Congress.
dress answered exactly to that her daughter Land Agent discarded and overruled by you ? who would not change politic »io | ing theii
the sake of being continued ;jl °‘ I
day in expectation of the reception of the that institution, it dealt almost exclusively in
The State may afterward protest against had on the day she eloped from her home, He had been on the ground—he knew the who would are unworthy of as he B to matut
President’s action upon the Bank bill.
local discounts, and during that period the any such unjust inference—but its authority and she felt fully satisfied that the unfortu character of the men engaged and his opin
sired eff
administration.”
<
F
In the House, the amendments of the Sen country was, for the most part, disappointed is g°ne. Its assent is implied by its failure nate was her daughter.
ions were entitled to some respect, but he un
_
_______
H
um
culties v
Thus followed an ignominious death close fortunately was a whig, and looked only to
ate to the Navy Pension Bill were concurred in the consequences anticipated from its in or inability to act at its first session, and its
Mr. Pickens, a locofoco, of
"that n
in. The discussion of the Bankrupt Bill oc corporation. A uniform currency was not voice can never afterward be heard. To in ly on the heels of error. The young woman the interest of the State and the saving of the
in his speech in Congress the ’
which s
cupied almost the entire session, but without provided, exchanges were not regulated, and ferences so violent, and, as they seem to me, was amiable, but she erred in associating with money, and his views would not answer the
the Revenue bill, advocated in
the final v<ote being taken.
A motion was little or nothing was added to the general irrational, I cannot yield my consent. No a dissolute young man—she grievously erred purpose of those men, who wished rather to
approval
made to take the Bill from the Committee of circulation ; and in 1820 its embarrassments court of justice would or could sanction them in deserting the home of fond parents to ac depredate on the treasury than to prevent direct taxation as the cheap
Reasons
mode of raising a revenue ! '
had become so great, that the Directors pethe Whole on Friday, but it failed,
without reversing all that is establisned in ju company him—and having taken one step in depredations on the Public Lands. And by
titioiied to Congress to repeal that article of dicial proceedings, by introducing presump error, how short the passage for her to a re the selfish course of such reckless partizans doctrines of the self-styled de nJ
sonable
—■.. ...........
Friday, Aug. 13. In the Senate, the dis the Charter which made its notes receivable tions at variance to the fact, and inferences at proachful grave!—Argus.
it to go
you were, unfortunately for the State, influ
tribution and pre-emption bills were discuss every where in payment of public dues.
enced and guided.
Minister to Brazil.
lettac" | works, v
the expense of reason. A State in a condi
It had, up to that period, dealt to but a tion of duress would be presumed to speak,
ed without definite action.
Further.
Before proceeding to involve received by a gentleman of thidj f tied to st
United States Troops for Fort Ad
very small extent in exchanges, either foreign
the State in such extravagant and unprece one of the United States Senn ; I
The Bankrupt Bill may be considered as or domestic ; and as late as 1832. its opera as an individual manacled and imprisoned ams. We learn from a general order issued
body m
might be presumed to be in the enjoyment of by Major General Scott, that the second Reg dented expenses, for the protection of the contradicts the rumor of the r" I
passed :
tions in that line amounted to a little more freedom. Far better to say to the States iment of the United States Artillery, under
Hon. Mr. Hunter as Charge o I Pressed i
P
ro
P
e
rty
of
Maine
and
Massachusetts,
In the House, a motion was made, to fur than seven millions of dollars per annum ; a
did you call upon Massachusetts to aid in this Brazil,—and also gives the grat®
whig pC
ther continue the debate, which was voted very rapid augmentation soon after occurred, boldly and frankly—Congress wills, and sub command of Col. Bankhead, has been order
1
ed fiom the Northern frontier to occupy the enterprise and sustain her share of the bur mation, that the President had
down by a large majority, ami it was there and in 1833 its dealings in the exchanges mission is demanded.
It may be saiduhat the directors may not Fortifications on the sea board, from Virgin dens which were undertaken as much for Senate the nomination of Mr. I
fore, taken out of committee, and reported .amounted to upward of one hundred millions
> lions.
her benefit as for that of Maine ? You did full Minister to that Court, and
to the House. It will therefore pass and be of dollars,including the sales of its own drafts ; establish branches under such circumstances; ia to Rhode Island.—Newport Mercury.
if the
pointment would be confirmed, r i
not.
And
how
can
you
justify
this
omission
?
but
this
is
a
question
of
power,
and
this
bill
presented to the President for his signature and
i
all these immense transactions were ef invests them with full power to do so. If
[' tion par
So
far
as
you
were
concerned,
as
Governor
appropriation
was
made.
—
NewpU"
on Monday morning. The House adjourned fected without lhe employment of extraor
Indictment of Justice Wiley. The
but a co
over to Monday.
(dinary means. The currency of the country the Legislature of New-York, or Pennsylva- iGrand Jury have found a bill of indictment of the State, looking only to her interests, it
The crops in Mississippi are reff
was a flagrant omission of duty and breach oi
—
Ibecame sound, and the negotiations in the !ma, or any other State, should be found in iagainst Justice Wiley, for receiving the mon
same
de
the high trust reposed in you. It was your
condition as I have supposed, could <
Saturday, Aug. 14. In the Senate, a mes- <exchanges were carried on at the lowest pos- such
stolen from the Frederick County Bank, first duty to have called on Massachusetts to very fine. It is urged upon the £
then, to
ithere be any security furnished against such ey
iand he was this morning held to bail in the
they sell their cotton only for silr
sage was received from the President, an- isible rates.
.
Well at t
aid in the protection of her own property, and not for Louisiana currency. O
a step on the part of the directors ? Nay, i
nouncing that he had signed the bill repealThe circulation was increased to more iis it not fairly to be presumed that this pro- tsum of $30,000—himself in $10,000, and two and only in case of her refusal, would you be
port of
that Mississippi this year will ex
securities in $10,000 esich^N Y Express,
justified in going on single handed to protect millions worth of cotton.
.
give th.
• salo
extra

session.

1

,you fellCTl
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promises, which opportunity they have not
(E^Our neighbor of the Democrat is deal THE WESTERN ELECTIONS. | Correspondence of the New-York Times and Star.)
yet had. A political change—unexampled ing in « Heroics ” this week, taking for his
World’s Wonder.
SATURDAYj
AUGUST
21,
1841.
r- Th
Tennessee. The returns from this State
Washington, August 16.
in the annals of our country—has been ef text the remark in our last number, that the
Dailey's Magical Pain Extractor.
I answer tho
*
* * Let us, therefore, postpone for
are
of
the
most
cheering
character.
Jones,
fected. The people effected that change for Revenue Bill now under consideration in
UTT
a s^ran8'e fact, but nevertheless true,
Whig Nominations.
whig, has been elected Governor by a trium the present the hope of obtaining a Bank, and
M. that the medical world have no effectual
good reasons. By it they demanded a change Congress is designed as a temporary meas
•u lied at n]| ? '
look to the other great measures of reform.
phant
majority,
over
t
Polk,
loco,
the
present
FOR GOVERNOR.
of policy—by it, they expressed dissatisfac
I cannot say whether the veto will break up and general remedy, as yet, safely established
ure, and indeed must of necessity be such.
for the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminent Phy
EDWARD KENT, of Bangor. tion with the then administration. The new He launches out in fine style about the Tea incumbent and the most personally popular the Cabinet; that will depend upon the Pres sician in high official capacity, while addressing
man in the State. Polk, it is said, was never ident—if he expresses a wish that they should a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sit
rulers have been in power but a few months. Tax imposed by the British Government on
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
before beaten, when a candidate for election continue at their posts they will do so, and ting on an inquest over the body of a burnt indi
They have just entered as tenants of the peo her American Colonies and the noble spirit
their friends desire it.
vidual ; at the same time enjoining them to solic
JL‘ CAME, of Buxton.
to any office.
JOHN HUBBARD, of Acton.
ple upon the big farm of State. They were of“ our fathers,” who “ fought and bled and
Mr. Clay throws oil on the troubled waters. it the medical officers of the metropolitan hospi
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
The Legislature, it is ascertained, is also He is for peace, union and conciliation. Con tals to search ihe world for such a desideratum,
an
¿
put there because the old tenants neglected died ” in freedom’s cause. His readers must
---- -v.jhe uuu
says,UUUU
has done
Jto VIULy
its duty
iu LUC
to peothe peo- that experience had established as the best and
whig.
This secures the election of two whi,|0. gress,
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.
’b—forced crops which impoverished it, and be struck by the wonderful resemblance be
i’rise,
“1 pie;
the President
has a constitutional right surest.
™
United
States
Senators,
at
its
approaching
JOHN L. GRANT, of Alfred.
iantine W’
In order that NO life may bo lost or torture
pocketed the proceeds—filled up the springs tween the Revenue Bill of 1841 and the Tax
to his opinion, and to the true exercise
session. Tennessee is represented at present
suffered hereafter by such afflictions, DALof
it.
The
Locofocos
have
had
sundry
in

which
formed
the
fountain
heads
of
those
acts of the British Government prior to the by only one Senator, a loco.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
formal meetings to decide whether they LEY’S MAGICAL PAIN EXTRACTOR is
great streams, that branched off in a Revolution ! as well as amused by the elo
sent forth to the use of man, possessing all the
DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
should
support Tyler in case of the Veto. merits required, and that unbelief, prejudice,
ir»-«
Illinois. Three members of Congress
thousand directions and watered and fer quence wasted in attempting to impress up
Mr. Calhoun is in favor of it, but Wright, and ignorance, may be removed, and it applied
'iu,"ues*,.4
Stuart Benton, etc. are decidedly hostile. Benton,
tilized alike the farms of the poor and the on them the startling “crisis” which is at were chosen at the late election.
THE BANK BILL VETOED.
to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will
rich and set in motion the numberless mills hand I Wonder if our neighbor experienced (whig) is re-elected in his District, by a ma in his vulgar way said, “ 1 would as soon take be given to every one who shall apply it, and th«
President Tyler has vetoed the Bank Bill—
on which the poor and the rich were alike a similar patriotic spasm when his political jority of over 1200 votes. Reynolds (loco) is back my wife after she had been residing four excrutiating agony be not at once subdued.
I
B1-UNDERi'
to the disappointment ofa considerable por
have been offered for months, and no failure hasdependent.
Well, the new tenants are look friends proposed to sell a portion of our terri also re-elected. Returns from Casey’s (con years in an abandoned house, as to take back been found.
?vas">l>islieJ lt,kl
tion of the Whigs, and to the joy of the op
John Tyler after his union with the Federal
ing about them—repairing the buildings, tory, American citizens and all, to the British servative) district are incomplete. It gave a Whigs, and his signing the Repeal of the Sub
lee’on'10®"*"»
One box is enough to save life, and always;
position, who suppose that it will embarrass
pain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the
hauling off the rubbish, clearing out the Government, for a “ valuable consideration ?” large Van Buren majority in November. Ca Treasury."
and
divide
the
administration
party.
Its
ef

wind
to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflamrnatiora
l-zo '"«mid GM.Si
John Tyler has no desire to court their fa and heal
springs and endeavoring to put the big farm Or is it a convenient excitement which can sey’s vote, however, so far as the result is
the wounded—has no compeer—neither
fects we do not undertake to predict. That
, I
and Snt
known, shows a very handsome whig gain vor; he loses no opportunity of declaring his loss of life nor pain by fire has ever been known»
in good heart and to restore it to its former be put on and off like a cloak ?
it will be suffered to produce any division in
unaltered attachment to the whig party, in
usefulness. The seed cannot be sown and
compared with the November election, and it the face of the veto, which he contends is when present^ and from every kind of torturous
injuries has snatched its thousands.
the whig ranks or cause for a moment a
r-> w p'"'",ls"*d
(TT’The “ Democratic ” papers complain is hoped he is re-elected.
the crop harvested in the same day or week
forced upon him by his well known and fre
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all
suspension of their exertions to carry forward
or month. It requires time and labor and that President Tyler has asked for an appro
Indiana. The election was for Members quently expressed opinions. Tell our friends the qualifies of ANTISEPTIC,. NERVINE;
the work of reform and the necessary mea
judgment for its proper cultivation. The new priation for “ Diplomatic purposes.” Appro of the State Legislature only. The result to keep cool and collected, to countenance no ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC^
a Legislature „4'
sures for the restoration of the prosperity of
violence, no proscription, no denunciations— BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor
tenants only ask a fair tial. Give them this priations for this object are unusual, we sup shows a decided whig majority in the State to stand by our guns, and all may yet be tant to medicinal power and perfect cures, is the*
hOnre
the Country we cannot believe. It is certain
cause why it has;universal control over all kiudbi
and then if they fail to redeem their promises pose they would have their readers believe! Senate. In the House, the locos have a well.
!ov
lt1'*
_
x
ly unfortunate that the Executive and a ma
of wounds, ete.
there will be cause to accuse them of decep These close-fisted, economical souls would do
[We
give
place
to
the
above
letter
with
nominal majority, but several of the locos re
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt rem^nal1 off
jority of Congress differ in regard to their
tion ; but now there is no cause for such an the people a service, by publishing the expen turned are pledged to vote for whig men and great pleasure. It cannot be that Congress pain and extensive healing virtues without scar
lCl,ve °! such greiiij
constitutional powers—but as the difference
will
adjourn
without
passing
the
great
meas

not
a thing can equal it, and will be used; by allL.
ditures for the last twelve years, bv our gov
accusation.
measures. The election turned on local mat ures of relief so loudly called for by the peo
5 ^Pacnyofouuop
is unquestionably an honest one, it leaves
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on.
ernment,
for
Diplomatic
purposes.
The
cost
Let
every
voter
do
by
the
National
and
State
ey would not giveiti !
ters, the internal improvement question, etc., ple,
'
and which were the occasion of the extra earth for rapidly healing without scar amheasing*
room for regret and nothing more. If the
administrations, as he would be done by. If of the “OUTFITS” of John Randolph and
It certainty»
session.
Let the whigs remain firm and unit pain, and recommends its general use.
etc.,
and
of
course
affords
no
just
criterion
by
!
whigs, as a party, cannot carry out in its full
,ul
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its-- rapfia
a good farm has been so badly managed as other Ministers Plenipotentiary and Envoys
ed,
and,
although their favorite measure may
extent that system of policy which they be- to be completely run down and to be encum Extraordinary. Let us have the figures and which to judge of the political character of not succeed now, we apprehend there will power to ease and heal, and embraces all th®
•net of wheat from^
|be no difficulty, at the next meeting of Con wishes oft required.
more than one mifcj
. lieve best adapted to promote the welfare of bered with mortgages for debts contracted in contrast them with the expenditures for the »the State.
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
<1 the sending out oiij
gress,
in harmonizing all views on the bank phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to
People, they can, and we trust will, pursue carrying it on,—what would the enterprizing same object during preceding administrations.
Kentucky. The election in this State, !
the purchase of InJ
question. If the whigs continue united, the the root of, and under the nails ; without even»
the best course which, under the circumstan
accordingly »iJ
and industrious man say who should take We will be bound that at the end of the year likewise, was only for members of the State ;locofoco destructives are annihilated and the washing it off, applied this ointment, which stop
Legislature.
As
usual,
the
whigs
sweep
every
i
ces,
can
be
adopted,
and
remit
no
exertions
country saved.]
h still greater results, d
ped the burning pain, and healed them freo of*
possession of it under these circumstances ? Mr. Tyler’s friends will have no objection to
until they shall have, as far as practicable, met
Jo>mty 1 And when jd
The New York American of Tuesday, in scar in a few days.
Would he not promise to re-build the fences, comparing notes in this particular, and sub thing before them. A considerable portion of
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had a sore legto farmers on fed
the expectations of the People.
the State has been heard from, and as far as a
• Postscript, says,e
for seven years—cured in a short time by it.
to enrich the land, to repair the buildings and mitting the question—which is most econom
■hat you had better $
“
A
passenger
in
the
Philadelphia
train
who
, We publish in the preceding columns the
ascertained
only
three
locos
have
been
chosen.
.
His son had broken chilblains, incurable i>ntiS
by judicious management to clear it from ical ?—to the people.
left Washington yesterday after the Veto he applied this, which cured at once.
Message
of
the
President,
on
returning
the
me to a gross and i
incumbrances and make it productive. But
was read, says the impression was that ConOne box only cured a leg, sore for nil id
ORGANIZE.
bill to the House in which it originated, at
(t^Some of the Locos in this vicinity
e against Gov. Keni’ii
gresswould keep cool, and the Cabinet stand months.
would he not be obliged to do one thing at a
We
copy
the
following
from
the
Portland
3, viz., “in 1838heiK
fast. So be it!”
length. It will doubtless be read with inter
hoisted flags and fired cannon, on Thursday,
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years;
time in order to attain the desired ends?
ollars to the Stale
after trying every thing, cured by few applica
Advertiser. Its appearance is opportune. It
est by all parties.
in
manifestation
of
their
joy
at
the
vetoing
of
Would it not be entirely wrong, to find fault
'th of the mailer is,k
Yellow Fever in New Orleans. The tions,
the Bank Bill. Very well. But let it not be is time the Whigs were organizing—in the New Orleans Bee, of the 5th inst. says Evary case here referred to happened in Al
lordinary expendimres
and to endeavor to embarrass his movements
field
in
earnest
—
preparing
for
victory.
ole amount of expeiwl
HARD TIMES—BROKEN PROMISES. before a single season had passed over his forgotten that these same People complained
We are sorry to say that the yellow fever bany in about two months; and every person
“ Who can resist the heart-stirring appeal is spreading amongst the unacclimated por named can now be pointed out, and most are well
$448,199, of whitlittt
One would infer, from reading the opposi head ? Would it not be better for him And last year, because the whigs burnt powder
known. We have the certificates from them all.
made
by the opposition papers to their friends, tion of our community. Several cases have
ne half, viz.,
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dalley’t?
tion papers, that the whigs had attained the all concerned to lend him a helping hand, while there were so many poor people who to be ready with their time and money to
occurred within tho last twenty-four hours, Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only
lions made by prew
ascendency solely through promises of belter rather than to vex or injure him ? And would be “so glad ” of the money it cost. help them into office. Hear what the Belfast and some patients have been admitted into cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
opposite parly; ski
leaves a scar.
times, and that in the few months during would the neighbors think for a moment of Now, when the crops are cut off, the earth Republican says, and its echo in the Ar the Charity Hosptal.
gus :—
Comstock & Co., wholesale druggists, New
lounty,
which they have held the reins of power listening to the fault-finding, grumbling and parched and poverty is staring many a hard
L A D I E S ’ F A I R~.
York, have become the sole wholesale agents for
al Survey,
j
“Organize. Form your committeesand
they have contrived to depress labor and large stories of the old tenant, who had been working man in the face, these sympathizers
The Ladies of the First Parish Sunday Mr. Dailey In America for twenty years. All
’und,
I
prostrate business of every description. To turned out for his misdeeds, and who would do not hesitate to burn powder and waste put upon them men of the right old spirit; School Society, propose holding a Fair on orders must be addressed to them, except for thn
bt and Interest, $
that are not afraid to work themselves, and
of Albany and Troy.
fasten this impression upon the public mind, like to get the old farm again into his posses the money it cost. We find no fault with will incite others to work. See that every the 2d of September next, the avails of which cities
I ospitai,
I
For sale in Kennebunk by
will
be
devoted
to
the
promotion
of
T
em

Revenue,
Hi
communications are published, dated from sion ? The best way is to take common all this—but only wish to call attention to district is thoroughly canvassed, and when
ALEXANDER WARREN.
perance.
August 21,
eopJy
interior towns and purporting to be the pro sense views of these things, and act like rea the consistency of those who pretend to be the the battle comes every thing will be ready to
Contributions from other Societies, or from
meet it. Let no man trust a tittle to his individuals interested in the cause, will be
poor
people's friends.
ductions
of
laboring
men,
complaining
of
the
sonable men, and so we have no doubt will a
. had nothing mow» |
New Arrangement.
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Civil Officer, and
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so gives the grat policy of the last and preceding administra while the cars from New Bedford were cross ly imported, annually, at this port ? It seems Oak at one dollar and forty cents per cubic
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«Æi a Court of Probate, held at;
Alfred, toithm and for the County of York,
on the first Monday m January, in the year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-one,
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court :
71,/ffARGARET CHAPMAN, administra1VA trix of the estate of Charles Chapman, late of Sanford, in said county, deceased,
having presented her first account ofadmmisnation of the estate of said deceased for allowance; also on her petition for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased :
ORDERED— That the said administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by cansing a copy of this order to be published three
Weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at Alfred,’ in said county, on the first
Monday of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be al
lowed.
.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
August 7.
3w

Jew >avid?s, or Hebrew
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-JIHE HUMAN HAIR.—Where the hair
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observed to be growing thin, nothing
x be ismore
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preposterous than the use of oils,

pramlretlfs Pills.

Health, and -Strength.

VEGETABLE and Universal ¿Medicine ¿Dr. S. O. Richardson's Sherry Wine Bitters
POLTRÌ.
proved by the experience of thousands to ARE the only sure remedy for Dyspepsia
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
f
HE peculiarities of this Chemical .Com« i greaSe, or any fatty matter,. Their applica
and Jaundice that has ever been discov
DESCRIPTION OF A SULTRY
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
pound are owing to its extraordinary tion
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- -------------can
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—and their general use for 32 years, with
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and
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SUMMER’S NOON.*
(
effects
upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall of from the'’UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, recommendations
from the most eminent of
1
A sultry noon, not in the summer’s prime,
aments and muscles ; its virtues being car- the
UJt. „hair, by increasing the relaxation of the namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- the
Medical Faculty, and editorial notices
1
Jtied by them to the immediate seat of disWhen all is fresh with life, and youth, and bloom,
When there is a harsh, dry or con tion of the BLOOD.
!from the Boston Morning Post, Boston Daily(ease, or of pain and weakness.
ttracted skin, and where the small blood vesIn a period of little more than three years in .Mail, Plymouth Memorial, Amoskeag Repre.
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However
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!
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the United Stales, they have restored to a state of <sentative, Barnstable Patriot, Essex Banner
And fruits mature stand ripening in the sun,
. this, as an external application, will prove | obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good, health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED Haverhill Gazette, Lowell Patriot, Bunker
be
Soothes and enervates with its thousand charms,
,a powerful auxiliary in removing the disdis- 1 as they
(¡)ey tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they THOUSAND persons, who were given over as Hill Aurora, Charlestown, Portsmouth Ga
Its. images of silence and of rest,
(ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo- are of
avail.
avail. There
There must
must be
be aa stimulus,
stimulus, incurable by physicians of the first rank and ,zette, N. H., Dover Gazette, N. H., Northern
D
The melancholy mind. The fields are still;
(cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Aflectious, Lq }.ouge the vessels from their torpor, and standing, and in many cases when every other Star, R. I., Lincoln Telegraph, Me., NewThe husbandman has gone to his repast,
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron-1 quicken the current of the blood.—Extract remedy had been resorted to in vain.
York
Evening
Signal,
&c.
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assure
the
In ail cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
. Rheumatism, and in all cases where sealed from Clirehuglds Treatise on the hair.
And, that partaken, on the coolest side
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Vol
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness. 01 afflicted that they possess wonderful merit.
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being
entirely
Deep in the shaded stream the cattle stand,
tional or from some immediate cause, whether to the viscera, promote the peristaltic action
from any oily substance. Its positive it
. be from internal or external injury, it will be cleanse the stomach and bowels from un
Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so free
p
The flocks beside the fence, with heads all prone,
much said in the latter place in praise of qualities
(
are as follows :
(cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. healthy accumulations, and purify ami enliv
And panting quick. The fields, for harvest ripe,
IS PUBLISI
1st—For infants, keeping the head free
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in en the blood in the most thorough and effec
No breezes bend in smooth and graceful waves,
;sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, from
is beginning to be appreciated. It is tual manner.
jam:
j
scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth sickness
.
While with their motion, dim and bright by turns
found much more convenient to take an occa
that he was induced to try it on his own (of hair.
They are the most certain remedy for a||
Office
on the
The sunshine seems to move; nor e’en a breath
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring .sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always those prevalent Diseases called Dyspepsia
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than
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Brushes along the surface with a shade
removal of which had been the chief object of the
,
skin to its natural strength and firnmess,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Heartburn, Diz
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
his journey, but which had resisted the genial | <and preventing the falling out of the hair.
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ziness,
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influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
3d—For any person recovering from any if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have Pains, Sinking Faintness, Sour Stomach, Loss
amount charç
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months of miserable weakness, and the only one
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debility
the same effect is produced.
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Support as motionless as oaks their tops.
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the of Appetite, Weakness of the Limbs, Nervous
4th—If used in infancy till a good growth difference between the appearance of those two Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases
right side of the chest, where the pain was
business dep
O’er all the woods the topmost leaves are still;
another between the shoulders, and is
5 started, it may be preserved by attention to persons—one has been treated by your regular caused by an unhealthy state of the Stomach
the publisher:
of Probate^ held at seated,
Even the wild poplar leaves, that, pendent hung
one over the region of the liver. In the the
(
latest period of life.
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he and Bowels.
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is, see how the shadow of death throws his
They are the unrivalled and efficacious
the editorial <
York, on the second day of August, in the
Rest in the general calm. The thistle down,
the roots, imparts health and vig solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,,i compound of a
He soon found his strengthens
<
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for of laxative qualities.
K. Remich,
to the circulation, and prevents the hair see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
,
([^REGULAR PHYSICIAN£=^Q
Seen high and thick, by gazing up beside
ty-one,by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge health improving : and in a few weeks his our
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from
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Some shading object, in a silver shower
of said Court :
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
new-hampshire medical college,
UMNER SHAW, named executor in a appeared, his pain was removed, and bis
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Through all the sleepy atmosphere descends;
Ojr’No ladies’ toilet should ever be made
TiVO B
last will and testament of zlbraham Shaw, Since that time he has been recommend
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme fession.
And where it lights, though on the steepest roof,
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they
late of York, in said county, deceased, having ing it to his .fujends and acquaintances, for without it.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
« What
Or smallest spire of grass, remains unmoved.
7th
—
Children
who
have
by
any
means
con

all
fixed
pains
whatever
;
such
as
Rheuma

Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, are of such a nature that they may be taken
presented the same for probate :
! exclaimed
White as a fleece, as dense and as distinct
ORDERED—That the said executor give tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, tracted vermin in the head, are immediately better say.—So to save life you must half poison for any length of time by invalids of any age,
Esquire V
From the resplendent sky, a single cloud
notice to all persons interested, by causing a Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve and perfectly cured of them by its use. It is with that comforter of the teeth and gums— without injuring the system or exposing ¡1%
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis tcllcG cold.
“A fine
copy of this order to be published three ry case of which it has proved an effectual infallible.
On the soft bosom of the air becalmed,
A CASE IN POINT.—I had unfortunate erable tha sad remainder of his existence; this is
BEWARE OF PEDLERS!!
Frank Ma:
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga curje. He has likewise witnessed the happy
Drops a lone shadow as distinct and still.
curing. Shocking folly !
The genuine article cannot be obtained of
“ Provii
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may effects of its softening and healing qualities ly lost nearly all the hair from the top of my called
On the bare plain, or sunny mountain’s side;
Let us now look at your “purged” man—the
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors, head, when I commenced the use of the man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver them on any pretence whatever.
“ Provii
Or in the polished mirror of the lake,
Balm of Columbia, and have, by the use of
Knots,
Wens,
White
Swelling,
Hard
Tu

I NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
Complaint
—
he
has
the
firm,
elastic
tread
of
’
.good
thing
In which the deep reflected sky appears
TO SELL MY MEDISeptember next, at ten of the clock in the fore mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the two bottles, had my head covered with a fine conscious strength, his countenance is clear NOR ALLOW THEM
“Other
C1NES !
A calm, sublime immensity below.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction growth of hair. There can be no mistake in and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with And all Bitters, put up in phials or small
gy will bu
the matter, as any of my friends can see by the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
the said instrument should not be proved, ap of himself and others.
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca calling on me. I had also become quite gray, been confined a few days to his bed, but he us round bottles, purporting to be mine,
world.
proved and allowed, as the last will and test
No sound nor motion of a living thing
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS.
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain but had the gray hairs plucked out, and it has ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
1 “ Not qi
The stillness breaks, but such as serve to soothe, ament of the said deceased.
As some are base enough to fill the empty
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af grown in, as the Balm says, of the natural soon rose without any injury being sustained
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
■ sure it wil
Or cause the soul to feel the stillness more.
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, colour. If any body doubts these facts, let by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in1 bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive the
A true copy,—Attest,
are conven
!
unwary,
and
some
have
attempted
an
imitaThe yellow-hammer by the way-side picks,
&c.
No
female
subject
to
pain
or
weakness
them
call
upon
me
and
see.
1
bought
the
a weak-state he will be stronger, after he has
John Skeele, Register.
tial that it
in the back or side, should be without it. Balm of Comstock & Co., 2 Fletcher-street. entirely recovered the attack : because his1 tion of my Bitters in papers,
Mutely, the thistle’s seed ; but in her flight,
August 7.________________________ 3w
“Such a
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav- BE CAREFUL OF WHOM YOU PUR.
A. RINDGE.
Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great
So smoothly serpentine, her wings outspread
M a Court of
held . relief from constantly wearing this plaster. No. 19 Coenties Slip, Agent of Detroit; ingpurged away the old andimpure fluids, the>
CHASE !
f
“
Such a
To rise a little, closed to fall as far,
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne’
In consequence of these attempts at impo-, 1 conscience
It has lately been discovered that the Jew Line. New-York, Nov. 9.
Moving like sea-fowl o’er the heaving waves,
down
by
useless
particles,
but
has
renewed
his
York, on the first Monday of August, in the David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
5 sition, I have been at great expense in having
A young gentleman of 388 South Market“Well,
With each new impulse chimes a feeble note.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for for Corns as the following certificate will st., Albany, had very coarse, stiff, and straight life and body both.
3 new directions and wrappers, and in future
The
principle
of
purging
with
Brandreth
’
s
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge show—more can be seen by calling upon our hair, all of which he lost by its falling out.
The russet grasshopper at times is heard,
’ the Billers in papers will be done up in a , be exactly
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de• modifies.
of said Court :
Snapping his many wings, as half he flies,
He has used 2 bottles of Balm of Columbia1 cayéd particles from the body,—the morbid andj different style. See that the envelope has on
agents in the Villages.
T^Æ'ARY
CRAM,
administratrix
of
the
esCERTIFICATE.
from Comstock & Co., and now has a full corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors it my name in full, “ entered according to the which it w
Half hovers in the air. Where strikes the sun, lO tate of John Cram, late of Sanford,
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
“And vi
flowing crop of very long, fine hair, which which cause disease—they impede the func act of Congress, in the year 1840, by S. 0.
With sultriest beams, upon the sandy plain,
in said county, deceased, having presented
Messrs Comstock & Co,—I feel myself under curls most beautifully ! His father, who is tions of the liver when they settle upon that Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of , “A wifi
Or stony mount, or in the close, deep vale,
her first account of administration of the es' great obligation to you or your Jew David’s one of the most respectable citizens of that organ, and which, when they settle upon the the District Court of Massachusettsand on
“Ah,” 1
The harmless locust of this western clime,
Plaster.
I have been troubled with corns on
tate of said deceased for allowance :
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the the other side, “ Established in 1808, at South
city, is referred to for the fact.
|
article
in t
my
toes
for
seventeen
years,
and
tried
almost
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
At intervals, amid the leaves unseen,
(¿^THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu
give notice to all persons interested, by caus■ every thing that was recommended, but could phia has certified under seal of the city to dace consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos setts.” The border around the inside direc I beg than b
Is heard to sing with one unbroken sound,
“Well,,
ing a copy of this order to be published, find nothing that did any good, till I tried the the character of several divines, physicians, tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa
As with a long drawn breath, beginning low,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied and gentlemen of high standing who declare sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train per) is so curiously engraved that the words [pendent f<
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
And rising to the midst with shriller swell,
Gazette, printed al Kennebunk, in said count hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed positively under their own hands (all of of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and “ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit never be a
Then in low cadence dying all away.
all who behold them.
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court to off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
“Why,
which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
Yes, purging these humors from the body is ters” present themselves in a thousand differ
Beside the stream, collected in a flock,
Lie held at Alfred, in said county, on the! and as smooth as they ever were.
of Columbia is not only a certain preserv the true cure for all these complaints, and eve ent forms. As a copy right has been grant soli like
The noiseless butterflies, though on the ground. first Monday of September next, at ten of the’
Yours Respectfully,
ative, but positively a restorative of the human ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser ed me,
share, pro1
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
WONTON JOSLIN.
Continue still to wave their open fans
hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT
Uh! y
they
have,why
the
same
should
not
be
allowed.
•
N.
B.
I
would
advise
all
those
afflicted
with
with
according
to
law.
The
bottles
are
near

is extending itself ; far and wide it is becoming
Powdered with gold ; while on the jutting twigs
dispute, or who go bald ?
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
(
with
scrup
known,
and
more
and
more
appreciated.
ly ready to be issued, in the same style.
BEWARE ! !—Some counterfeiters have
The spindling insects that frequent the banks
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
A true copy—Attest,
the world.
The cure by purging may more depend up
All
Bitters
prepared
by
me
have
a
fac
sim

attempted
to
imitate
this
article.
Let
it
never
Rest with their thin transparent wings outspread
Rochester, N. Y.
John Skeele, Register.
I hit or miss
be purchased or used unless it have the name on the laws which produce sweetness or purity ile of my signature on the outer envelope,
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
August 7.
3w
As when they fly. Oftimes, though seldom seen,
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
TO COUNTERFEIT WHICH IS FORGERY.
“ And I
Co. on a splendid wrapper. tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents :> of Comstock
The cuckoo, that in summer haunts our groves,
This is the only external test that will secure it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity AS YOU VALUE HEALTH, BE CARE Yave nothi
of
held
at
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne-’ the public from deception.
Is heard to moan, as if at every breath
FUL!
| nothing to
of constant exercise is seen.
Selh Hatch >•
Panting aloud. The hawkin mid-air high,
A liberal discount will be allowed on the
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
When
constant
exercise
cannot
be
used
Here th
North-Berwick,
Sheldon
Hobbs.
On his broad pinions sailing round and round,
September 26,1840.
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of sale.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
i
workshop
?
Kennebunk,
March
4lh,
1841.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
With not a flutter, or but now and then,
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
room. Th
doctor’s OFFICE, 15 HANOVER STREET,
Commissioners
’
Wotice.
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
Asif bis trembling balance to regain,
of said Court :
Hnigs, Medicines, &c.
I pleasant vi
BOSTON,
E having been appointed by the Judge of life, are kept free from those impurities
DWARD CARD, named executor in a
Litters a single scream, but faintly heard,
DR. E. C. DREW
of Probate, for the county of York, which would prevent its steady current minis and in most Towns throughout the New- > ¡he Connec
certain instrument purporting to be the
And all again is still.
AS just received, and offers for sale, a1
I merchant, t
to receive and examine the claims ofsevthe tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre England States.
last will and testament of Willia.m Clark,
good assortment of
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
Price, 75 cents per bottle—50. testedyThey were
eral creditors of
*How perfect is this description of the hot noon late of Lyman, in said county, deceased, hav
ture which is thus assisted through the means per paper.,_/J)
i [‘very fine
JOTHAM STORER,
of a summer’s day in the country ! and yet how ing presented the same for probate :
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN —
For salee by
oy D.
u. Remich,
nemiciqzi.
A. Warren,
warren, oS..jui
Jor--1; I J
whose estate is representetl insolvent, give
simple and unstudied !
Several of its most ex
ORDERED — That the said executor
APOTHECARIES
’
S
Kennebunk-port,
by
Oliver
Bourn,
f J suPer‘
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York dan—in I’
pressive images are entirely new, and the whole give notice to all persons interested, by caus
notice tb
the seventh day
......
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF —
n
look down
eopßffl.
graphic combination is original—a quality very ing a copy of this order to be published three
May 1, 1841.
flbvvcd to said creditors are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
of J
PAINTS AND OIL.
difficult to attain after Thomson and Cowper. weeks successively, in
Negative of
to bringrma.^pfbve their claims ; and we Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
the Kennebunk
Wz^A share of public patronage is respect will attend to that service at the store of
The thistle alighting sleepily on the grass, the
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SAW secret sprin
Gazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
they
yellow-hammer mutely picking the seeds, the
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
fully solicited.
NAR1 AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS. difference b
George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the
grasshopper snapping his wings, and the low may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
tf
Kennebunk-port, July 5.
The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in rcry great,
first
Tuesday
in
August
next,
and
the
first
at
Alfred,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
singing of the locust—all the images, indeed,
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
Tuesday in December next, from ten to four
make up a picture inimitably beautiful and true Monday of September next, at ten of the clock
, Both app
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Job Printing.
are presented to the public on their own mer
o’clock each day.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
to nature.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his
its alone, and his only wish is to have their. .jence to 1
AMOS F. HOWARD,? ~
n ..
they have, why the said instrument should not
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
attention almost exclusively to Job
CALEB S. EMERY, $ Commisis.
claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory Rn hopec
be proved, approved and allowed as the last Printing. Having a great variety of
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
j Frank M
ANECDOTES
test of intelligent experience.
Sanford, June 17, 1841.
Nero Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
will and testament of said deceased.
~ , ‘1839.
"H liould be <
JOB &. ORNAMENTAL TYPE.
New York, April’ 9th,
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
& c .
c .
Schooner Hile.
by horably.
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,- Having
"
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
A Careful Soldier. Anew recruit
A true copy—Attest,
he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets,
THE new packet schooner
the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina-. wd but one
John Skeele, Register.
Pills
\YTHow
to
be
secure
from
Counterfeit
coming into action followed the example
Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short
NILE, Daniee Ward, Master, purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured L .
August 7.
3w
of his comrades, and loaded his musket.
’ire weal
notice and in the neatest manner.
Orders
having superior accommodations
eal
Never purchase without being positively sure of a complication of bilious complaints with ibut Ways
Having done this, he placed the breech of M a
for passengers, will sail from that the person selling has an Engraved cer which 1 had been afflicted for between two f u ways
of Probate, held at are respectfully solicited.
JAMES
K.
REMICH.
his piece on the ground, and appeared to
vi!S
~KENVEBUNK
for
BOSTON,
tificate of Agency, and ffjr'observe it has been and three years, it is with feelings of heart- , ‘111 be t
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
Kennebunk, July 17.
tf
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee felt gratitude that I now address you to ac- 5 to himse
— AND FROM —
be anxiously endeavoring to draw his
York, on the first Monday in August, in the
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev- rhisledg
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
charge. One of his comrades observing
Porto Hico Molasses,
every week, during the present season, wind holder are genuine.
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of |[
ty-one, by the Hon, WM. A. HAYES, Judge /~^F superior quality—just received by
him, sung out, Jim, why don’t you fire and
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
of said Court :
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but J untiring
O
J. CURTIS & Co.
let ’em have it boy ? Because, replied
by
Mr.
J
ohn O. Langley, my only Travelling
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
D. APPLETON, executor of
grew [lf he '
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
Jim, 1 doesn’t like to ; I shall hurt some RATHAN
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my all to no purpose ; in fact I continuallyweigm
JL1 the Will of Amos Grandin, late of
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
PrincipalNew England Office,
body, for I’ve got a ball in my gun, and North-Berwick, in said county, deceased, hav
p whal
when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduor
19 Hanover SIt.j 19—BOSTON.
Silver Pencil Cases.
can’t get it out.
Notice.
ing presented his second account of admin
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
LOT of Silver Pencil Cases,—variety of
KE^DEBUDK,
JOHN
OSBORN
&
Co.
HE subscriber having contracted with
istration of the estate of said deceased for al
tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was I which
patterns—at very low prices,—this day
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
the town of Wells for the support of
ITiWRiWGi Imagination.
An honest lowance :
at last confined to my room and most of the lest.’
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
received and for sale by
D. REMICH.
the poor of said town, for one year commenBerwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
ORDERED — That the said executor
Hibernian being observed with a piece of
time to my bed. While in this appalling Me soon
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
cing in September last, and having made am
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your F Bui
brejid in each ha^d, one of which was give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ple
provision
for
their
maintenance,
forbids
Berwick, S. J. S. T. Cushing.
B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
Unseed Oil.
smaller than the otb^r, and from which he ing a copy of this order to be published, three
’ng frie
Buxton, H. McKenney.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
he recommended them to me, having him F
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH all persons harboring or trusting them on his
alternately cut a bit, w asked the mean
I Ashtc
account or on account of the town, as he will
“
J. C. Lewis.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
self
been
restored
by
their
use
from
a
someLINSEED
OIL,
first
quality,
at
Bos

ing of such ary unnecessary proceeding,— appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
what similar, though less aggravated compli* R
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.pay no bills for their support.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
“ Faith,” said he, “ I’ve beard so much of Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
ENOCH
GOODALE.
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to »self not
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
Kennebunk-port
,
S.
H.
Gould.
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
the powers of imagination, that I am try day of September next, at ten of the clock
your central office, procured a box, and be- 1 He
Lebanon, James Brackett.
namelled visiting cards
ing to believe this little bit to be mate, in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased jnngs m0Q(
“
Frederic
A.
Wood
&
Co.
plain and embossed.
Settle tip Accounts,
while the large piece remains as bread, have, why the same should not be allowed.
two boxes more; and now, although gcarce-;
j,j
Limerick, John Sanborn.
ITH
the
subscriber,
who
contemplates
For
sale
by
D.
REMICH.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
ly two weeks has elapsed since 1 commence«^
but for the soul of me, I cannot bring my
discontinuing
his
business
in,
and
Kennebunk,
April
10,
1841.
A true copy,—Attest,
Limington, E. Henry Small.
taking them, by the blessing of Providence.*W^Res'
mind to distinguish the difference.”
moving from, this town ;—therefore, all per

John Skeele, Register.
Lyman,
Benjamin Dudley.
have entirely recovered my former health f
es
eft
€ourt
ofProbate,
sons
who
have
accounts
with
him,
are
res

August 7.
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J\ewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1 L •’’ever
Kennebunk, within and for the County of pectfully requested to call and make immedi
The Philosopher’s Stone. John Ran
“
S. C. Adams.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen pie who 1
York, on the second day of August, in the ate payment or settlement.
Probate^ held
dolph, in the midst of one of his splendid
Parsonsfi eld, F. & E. H. Newbegin.
boxes which I intend to take to my residence porthhavir
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
for

Kennebunk, within and for the County of
ENOCH COUSENS.
“
William Stackpole.
rhapsodies, in the Senate of the United
in S. Carolina next week, by which timel |y enough, 1
ty-one,
by
the
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
“
John
Morrill.
York,
on
the
first
Monday
in
August,
in
the
Kennebunk,
July
7.
tf
States, paused, and fixing his eyes on the
think I can safely venture to travel.
irnight as wi
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
of said Court:
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
for

presiding officer, exclaimed,Mr. President,
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL. ®ventpeepin
“
Howard & Kendall.
Ivory Goodwin
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge riTHEODORE WELLS, named executor
I have discovered the philosopher’s stone.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
JL
in a certain instrument purporting to
of said Court :
NTENDS keeping a Stand, during the
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell FWiing d
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
It consists in these four plain English RATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator be the last will and testament of Lois Hatch,
present season, for the sale of
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom ' eir to
-L^i of the estate of Milton Smith, late of late of Wells, in said county, deceased, hav
monosyllables: “Pay as you go.”
FRESH FISH.
“
George Littlefield.
orders for the
faithfully at- frother
le Medicine
Lueuicine will
win be
ue iaiunu-j
j
Dover, N. H., deceased, having presented his ing presented the same for probate :
—ALSO—
“
Joseph Wilson.
For sale, also, by
following ■More
he :
tended to. -K.
-j the •_!!
ORDERED—That the said executor CORNED, PICKLED & DRY FISH,
The Truth will out. ‘ Do you ad first account of administration of the estate
.
\
~
A'lor»
IftA.
1.
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
Agents :—Kennebunk, Daniel RemicM'ex! «L
|f°”ughts3 0]
give notice to all persons interested, by caus where those wishing to purchase can be ac
mire fine paintings '?’ asked a gentleman of said deceased, for allowance :
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samue • ingest d
ORDERED—That the said administrator ing a copy of this order to be published three commodated.
York, Edward Chase.
of a young lady, who seemed intensely en
L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastu«
•
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

Kennebunk-Landing,
May
20,1841.
“
Alexander
Dennett.
not
gaged in contemplating an exhibition of
Littlefield and Geo, E. Bakerj m
ing a copy of this order to be published, three zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
il
G. M. Freeman.
I 3it’or the
landscapes. “ Yes, indeed,’ she replied weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
Hark Wanted.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D
with the utmost naivete, the blushes upon zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
August 21,1840.
epiy^
241 Broadway, N. Y.
ASH will be paid for one hundred cords
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her cheeks attesting the truth of the re that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
mark : ‘ Yes, indeed sir, I paint myself.’ held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
Monday of September next, at ten of the clock
Juvenile Wit.
_ do you
*
_go in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
‘ Jimmy
to school ?’ ‘ Yes, sir, to school kept by have, why the same should not be allowed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Miss Post.’ ‘ Miss “
Post ! not a whipA true copy,—Attest,
ping Post, I hope V
‘ O, no sir ; she is
John Skeele, Register.
a guide Post.’
August 7.
3w

C

7° satten
May, 1839.
of BARK, at the Tannery formerly
day of September next, at ten of the clock in
Sensible
Alfred Academy.
owned by D. W. Lord & Co.
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
M tri
HE Fall Term of this Institution
DANIEL SMITH & Co.
have, why the said instrument should not be
Room Paper.
commence on Wednesday, the tw®n
loosing* a
Kennebunk-port, July 24.
3w
proved, approved, and allowed as the last will
fifth of August next, under the care 01 VVeli• that he
CASE more of low priced ROOM PAand testament of the said deceased.
A PERS, just received and this day open Louis Turner, an accomplished a”« exP
Rlown Salt.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
SACKS BLOWN SALT—for sale ed—embracing a great variety of patterns.— rienced Instructor.
A true copy—Attest,
Olf by
J. CURTIS & Co.
n'’d. APPLETON, S4 TÍ*
“
IhTvasscs
For sale by
D. REMICH.
John Skeele, Register.
r^entht
3w
August 7.
3w
Kennebunk, June 8,1841.
Kennebunk, June 18,1841,
Alfred, July 3L

T

?°od round
F1 Ashton,
ph the

